The contents of the six sections of this paper are as follows. G is a fixed locally compact group.
In §1 we list certain known, or almost known, facts concerning the inner hull-kernel topology of representations of a C*-algebra or locally compact group. Also we recall from [7] the definition of the compact-open topology of the space Jf(G) of all closed subgroups of G, and from [11] the existence of a "smooth choice" of Haar measures on Jf(G).
In §2 the "subgroup algebra" of G is defined (by a construction found in [11] ). This is a Banach *-algebra with a natural "fibering"; the base space of the fibering is Jf(G), and the fiber at K is the group algebra of K. Using this, we introduce a topology into the set ¿f(G) defined above, and examine its elementary properties. This leads to another natural topology for ¿f(G), called the representational topology. We do not know whether this can ever differ from the compactopen topology for Jf(G). §3 gives an equivalent description of the topology of £f(G) in terms of functions of positive type on subgroups; this generalizes Theorem 1.3 of [4] . As a corollary we obtain the continuity of the restriction operation with varying subgroups (Theorem 3.2). In §4 we prove our main theorem, on the continuity of the operation of inducing a representation T of a smaller subgroup K up to a bigger subgroup L; here T, K, and Lall vary simultaneously.
Some work has been done (see [15; 18] ) on generalizing the classical Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem to noncompact groups. Given G and a closed subgroup K, one can contemplate the following "topological Frobenius property": For each Tin K and S in G, GUT weakly contains S if and only if S \K weakly contains T. This is far from holding in general. In §5 we prove weak forms of the above property for certain special cases. In so doing, we use §4 to derive a topological version (Theorem 5.2) of Mackey's Restriction Theorem [14, Theorem 12.1] .
Finally, §6 gives a counter-example to a very weak Frobenius-like property Suppose K is a closed subgroup of G and / is a function of positive type on K. It is well known that it may not be possible to extend / to a function of positive type on G. This counter-example shows that it may not even be possible to approximate /, uniformly on compact sets, by restrictions to K of functions of positive type on G.
I: Notation and preliminary information. The void set will be called A. We write <x,.y> for ordered pairs, and (x,y) for inner products. The domain of a function/is D(f); the restriction of/to a subset £ of D(f) is/|£. If/ is complexvalued, ||/ ||00 = sup{|/(x)| \xeD(f)}. If T is a unitary representation of a closed subgroup .K of a locally compact group G, GUT (or UT if no confusion can arise) is the unitary representation of G induced from T. For the theory of induced representations, see [14] and [2] (the latter for the nonseparable situation).
If X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, C(X) will be the space of all continuous complex functions on X, and C0(X) the subspace of C(X) consisting of the functions with compact support.
If A is a Banach *-algebra, a *-representation of A is a nowhere trivial(3) *-homomorphism T of A into the *-algebra of all bounded linear operators on some Hubert space H(T), called the space of T. If A has enough "'-representations to distinguish points, it is reduced; in that case we can define a new norm ||c for A (the minimal regular norm, see [19] ):
|| ß ||c = SUP||T'a|| (where the supremum is taken over all ""-representations Tof A). The completion of A with respect to || ||c is a C*-algebra, the C*-completion of A. The '"-representations of A and of its C*-completion are essentially identical. If G is a locally compact group with left Haar measure p, the C*-completion of Li(G,p) is called the group C*-algebra of G, and is denoted by C*(G). We shall usually use the same letter to denote a unitary representation of G and its "integrated form" (the latter being a ""-representation of Lx(G,p) or C*(G)). The set of all unitary equivalence classes of "^representations of a Banach *-algebra A is called 3~(Ä) ; the set of all irreducible elements of ¿i~(A) is called Â (the dual space of .4). Similarly we define 3~(G) and ó for a locally compact group G. In this paper we always assume that ^~(A) and Â are equipped with the inner hull-kernel and hull-kernel topologies, respectively.
(■') T is nowhere trivial if the linear span of {Tav \aeA, veH(T)) is dense in H(T). The zero representation, with zero-dimensional H(T), is admitted as nowhere trivial, but not as irreducible. The zero representation is also admitted as a unitary, but not as an irreducible, representation of a locally compact group.
(4) For this and the concepts that follow, see [4] contains Sp(T); (c) T is in the closure of the set ¿^ of all finite direct sums of elements of SP. If T is irreducible, these conditions hold if and only if T belongs to the closure of if.
The following easily verifiable facts will also be useful: If A is a locally compact group or a reduced Banach *-algebra, we define weak containment, the inner hull-kernel topology, and so forth, for ¿F(A) by passing to the group C*-algebra (or C*-completion), and identifying 3~(A) with the family of all representations of the latter.
Let X be an arbitrary locally compact(8) (not necessarily Hausdorff) space. As in [7] we equip the family 9£(X) of all closed subsets of X with the compactopen topology (9) (ii) [6, Theorem 2.1]. Proposition 1.7. // A is a locally compact group or a reduced Banach *-algebra, ¿i~iA) is compact (in the inner hull-kernel topology).
In this paper G will always be a fixed locally compact group with unit e(12).
Let Jf(G) be the family of all closed subgroups of G.As a subset of ^"(G), ¿f (G) is closed in the compact-open topology. We shall assume, unless the contrary is explicitly stated, that ¿f(G) carries the relativized compact-open topology. Thus Jf(G) is a compact Hausdorff space.
A choice of Haar measures in Jf(G) is a mapping K^pK assigning to each K in $f(G) a left Haar measure on K. Such a choice is smooth if, for each/ in C0iG), the function K -» JK/(x)dpKx is continuous on JfiG). It is known from [11] that smooth choices exist. Indeed, if g is a fixed non-negative-valued function in C0iG) with gie) > 0, and pK is chosen for each K so that $Kgix)dpKx = 1, then {pK} is a smooth choice. This leads to an equivalent characterization of the compact-open topology of Jf(G) (which we shall not need) in terms of the weak convergence of Haar measures on the subgroups.
It is easily verified that any two smooth choices {pK} and {p¿} are connected by a positive multiplicative factor a (that is, p'K = aiK)pK) which is continuous on X(G). by C*(G), is called the subgroup C*-algebra of G; the norm of C*(G) will be denoted by || ||c. Corresponding representations of AS(G) and C*(G) will be designated by the same letter. A representation of the form WK'T will be said to be lifted from K.
Let ¿P(G) be the set of all subgroup representations, that is, pairs (K, T> where K eX(G) and Te3T(K); we agree to identify all pairs <X,T>for which the representation T is identically zero(15) (the resulting element being called the zero element 0 of £f(G)). By the inner hull-kernel topology of £f(G) we mean that topology which makes the one-to-one mapping (K,T}-+ WK,T a homeomorphism with respect to the inner hull-kernel topology of ^(AS(G)). This is the only topology of if(G) which we shall use. Here are some of its more evident properties : is closed in Sf'G).
It seems to be unknown whether n is open in general. Some equivalent conditions for openness of n will be found in Theorem 2.1. Lemma 2.6. For each K in Jf(G), the mapping T-* <K",T> is a homeomorphism of 3T{K) into ^(G).
Proof. <S>K may be regarded as a *-homomorphism of C*iG) onto C*(X); and the map T-» WK,T amounts to lifting a representation of C*(X) to one of C*iG) via <DK. This is clearly a homeomorphism. Lemma 2.7. Let M be a topological group acting continuously on G(17).
Let ß be the corresponding action of M on ¿fiG): ßmi(K,T})= {m-K,T"y imeM), where T¿ = Tm-¡xixem-K).
Then ß is continuous on MxifiG) to ifiG). Proof. It follows from [19, §26] that Kernel (S) must contain {/eC0(7)|/K = 0} for some K in Jf(G). Thus S is lifted from some K. The uniqueness is evident.
For each K in Jf(G), let us define ÂK = {WK>T\ Te it}. It follows from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.8 that the ÂK are pairwise disjoint nonvoid closed subsets of C*(G)~ whose union is C*(G)~.
The following new topology of Jf(G) is intimately related to the openness of the mapping n.
Definition. The representational topology of Jf(G) is that topology which makes the mapping K-+ÂK a homeomorphism with respect to the compactopen topology of closed subsets of C*(G)~.
There is another description of the compact-open and the representational topologies, in terms of norms. We shall denote by || ||c not only the norm of C*(G) but the norm of each C*(K) as well. 3. The topology of S^iG) in terms of functions of positive type. It is a now classical result that the weak * topology of characters on a locally compact Abe lian group coincides with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. In [5, Theorem 2.2], we generalized this result to describe the inner hull-kernel topology of unitary representations of an arbitrai y locally compact group G. In this section we shall generalize it still further, to describe the inner hull-kernel topology of subgroup representations of G.
The first step is to define a topology for UKfcjr(G>C(K), so tnat a function defined on K is allowed to approach a function defined on K0 as K approaches K0. This will be done in such a way that, for functions having a fixed domain, the topology is that of uniform convergence on compact sets.
Let X be an arbitrary locally compact Hausdorff space, Z the complex number system, and S = XxZ.A subset of S is semicompact if it is closed and its projection on X has compact closure; 2 will be the family of all semicompact subsets of S. As in §1 !%iS) is the family of all closed subsets of S. Let there is a subnet {//} of {/¡}, and an x} in D(/J) for each / such that Xj-* x. By the assumption, <xJ-,/j(xJ) > -♦ <x,/(x) > ; so that /j /eventually intersects A. Since this is true on replacing {/¡} by any subnet, we conclude that We now return to our locally compact group G with unit e, and with smooth choice of Haar measures {pK} on Jf(G). We denote by 6\(G) the topological subspace of S (G) consisting of those / for which D(f) e 2f(G). Let Y={(K,x)\KeJf(G), xeK} as before. á||ft||.fce+ ||F||oe \gi-g\\"k.
This combined with (7) gives (6). We preface the proof with the following lemma : Lemma 3.5. Let feCJiY), and let F be some extension of f to an element of C0iJfiG) x G)). For each x in G put FxiK,y) = F(X,x" iy) (R e¿f(G), ye G), and define fx = Fx\ Y. Then fxeC0{Y) for each x; and the map x-*fx is continuous on G to C0iY) (in the AsiG)-norm of the latter, see §2). 
S(G). i
We now fix an £ with 1 >e>0 so that, for each r, %eVr whenever xeC(K) and | x(x) -(pr(x) \ < e for all x in K. Next we choose an / in C0( Y) so that || Tfir -ir || < £/3 for each r. Then (11) | (TJfir, TfQ -<pr(x) | < £ (xeK).
For x in K we verify that (TxTf^r,Tf^r) = <pr(f* */*), where, for each x in G, fx is to mean the same as in Lemma 3.5. Applying Gelfand's Lemma to (9) and (10) and using Lemma 3.5, we find that for each r, hull-kernel neighborhood of (K, T>.
(II) To show that the I) of the theorem form a basis of neighborhoods of (K, T >, it suffices to take a net { <X \ Tf>} of elements of ^(G) which is eventually inside each such U, and to show that some subnet of it converges to <K,T>.
Fix functions </>!,-••,(/>,, of positive type on K associated with T. By the assumption on {(K\T'y}, we can replace it by a subnet, and then for each i and r = 1, ••-,« choose a (p'r such that: (a) $. is a sum of functions of positive type on K¡ associated with V, and (b) <p'r -+ <pr in iS(G) for each r. But then the 4>'r are bounded in norm uniformly in i and r; and for each r and each g in C0(Y) we have by Proposition 3.1:
<p'r(x) g(K',x)dpKiX ¡ t Jk* = J <pr{x)g(K,x)dp.Kx = 0P(g). T|Lis weakly equivalent to {S|L| SeSp(T)}. Combining these facts we obtain the theorem. 4 . The continuity of the inducing operation. The theory of induced representations was first systematically developed for sepatable locally compact groups by Mackey in [14] . An equivalent treatment, more convenient in the nonseparable situation, was given by Blattner in [2; 3] . We state here for the reader's convenience some facts proved in [3] .
As usual, G is a locally compact group with unit e, and {pK} is a smooth choice of left Haar measures on Jf(G); we write p for pG. AK is the modular function on K; and we write A for AG. Proof. We shall suppose that H'->H in Jf(G) and (K1,?}-* <X,S> in ¿f(G) (where W zdK1 and H =>X). To prove that <Hi,H,l/s<>-><r7,a Gs>, it suffices by Proposition 1.2 to show that the set 3% of all <[Hl,HtUs' > weakly contains <[H,HUsy. Since S is a direct sum of cyclic representations, it is sufficient to make the proof assuming S to be cyclic. Let (f> be the function of positive type on K associated with a cyclic vector for S. By Theorem 3.1' we may replace {<K',S'>} by a subnet, and choose for each i a sum </>,-of functions of positive type on Kl associated with S', so that </>,-></> in $S(G). By Theorem 4.1 the measure p, defined on K by dpx = (AH(x)/AK(x))1/2$(x)d«Kx, is of positive type on H when considered as a measure on H, and Tp = HVS. Similarly p', defined on K' by dp'x = (Awi(x)/Ax¡(x))1/2 c¡>i(x)dpK¡x, is of positive type on H\ and T"' is a subrepresentation of a direct sum of finitely many copies of H¡Usi.
Fix an element / in C0(H), and let ¿; = 0H p(f)eH(T"). Choose an element F of C0(G) whose restriction to H is/; set/¡ = F\W for each i; and let ¿¡ = ^H'Afi)eH(Tp'). = j^iF**h* F)iH, x)iAHix)/AKix))l,2<bix)dpKx = Ï iF**h*F)iH,x)dpx = (Ift,0.
Combining (1), (2), and (3), we obtain lim^Tfó. &) = (T"p £,£).
From this and the arbitrariness of h it follows that the positive functional on C*iG) associated with the vector f in HiTp) can be weakly*-approximated by positive functionals associated with the <[H\ Tp'>, that is, finite sums of positive functionals associated with Si. But these £ are dense in HiTp). So <í/,T"> is weakly contained in 9t, which was all we had to prove.
As a corollary of this we obtain: 5. Topological Frobenius properties. Throughout this section the locally compact group G is assumed to satisfy the second axiom of countability. Otherwise the notation remains as before.
We shall contemplate the following topological "Frobenius Property" (FP) which G may possess : ( *) In the equation that follows we should strictly write W11''7" (A)(f¡) instead of Tp (£,); but the meaning is clear.
(FP) (22 In view of the recent work of Kirillov [13] , it appears likely that (FP) holds for connected nilpotent Lie groups also.
(FP) implies the following two weaker properties : (WF1). For each closed subgroup K of G and each S in ú, GUS^K weakly contains S.
(WF2). For each closed subgroup K of G and each T in K, GUT\K weakly contains T.
Let us derive (WF1) assuming (FP). Let S and K be as in (WF1); and choose any T in K such that S\K weakly contains T. By Theorem 4.3, l/s|K weakly contains UT; and by (FP) UT weakly contains S. So US|K weakly contains S.
Similarly we derive (WF2) from (FP) by appealing to Theorem 3.3.
(WF2) implies the still weaker property: (WF3). If K is a closed subgroup of G, every T in K is weakly contained in S\Kfor some unitary representation S of G. It will be seen in §6 that even (WF3) fails for general G. Taking K = {e} in (WF1) we see that (WF1) can hold only if the regular representation of G weakly contains all S in G. The latter condition fails for the connected semisimple noncompact Lie groups (see [21] ), and also for the (discrete) free group on two generators (see [23] ). So (WF1) fails in general. We do not know whether (WF1) is equivalent to the condition that the regular representation weakly contains all of G. Discrete groups satisfy (WF2), and hence (WF3). In fact we easily verify: (22) See [22] for the classical Frobenius Theorem for compact groups. Our "Frobenius Property" cannot contain any reference to the multiplicities of the representations, since there seems to be no reasonable definition of "S weakly containing Tn times." However, as we have already pointed out (see [23] ), discrete groups need not satisfy (WF1). 6. A counter-example to (WF3). This section contains a counter-example to (WF3). That is, we exhibit a group G, a closed subgroup K, and an irreducible unitary representation T of K which is not weakly contained in S | K for any unitary representation S of G. For G we take the 3x3 complex unimodular group SL(3, C), and for K the group SL(2, C), which we identify with the sub- 
